Request for Bid

The Schley County Board of Education is asking for a bid to Fertilize and Spray weed control on all athletic fields.

1. Contractor is responsible to provide all insurance, herbicide and insecticide license along with e-verify information at time of bid.
2. Contractor is to provide three to four completed commercial jobs equal to or larger than this project.
3. Contractor is to collect soil samples prior to and at the end of the growing season (minimum), reaching and maintaining 6.0-6.5pH, keeping all fields separate.
4. Minimum 4 applications of fertilizer. (April, May, June, July)
5. Pre-emerge football, practice and softball fields
6. Ant control- one application as needed, mound treatment for escapes.
7. Contractor to provide MSD on all products.
8. Contractor is to work with the School on scheduling any spraying and fertilizer application.